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agencies to “increase” Africa’s share of “global industrial output”.

SIDO recognises that training is the key to much of what it is trying to

achieve. “Globalisation is here to stay”, they say and they are providing

English lessons for support staff because “it is the medium of business in

Tanzania”. Other courses include bamboo skills, tie and dye”, leather and

blacksmith work, food processing and mushroom farming.

Over the 25 years since it was founded, the UK volunteer organisation

Tools for Self Reliance has helped to promote self-help in rural Tanzania by

supplying basic second-hand tools. They are now putting more stress on

training and the provision of facilities in. The Welsh branch of the

organisation – TFSR Cymru – last year sent out a container with 14,700

tools to start the SIDO/Wales Tools Workshop in Mwanza on the shore of

Lake Victoria. Graham Cole of Hereford TFSR went out to provide training

in refurbishing hand tools and project management.

Richard Lewis, another TFSR volunteer, is also Chairman of Homemakers

in Abergavenny – a recycling workshop. They take in unwanted furniture

and electrical goods and put them into saleable condition. Richard has

worked many years in Africa and is sceptical of whether this approach can

be easily copied. The Workshop is finding sales of furniture have dropped

because of the general affluence of Britain. However, they find a steady

demand for reconditioned refrigerators and cookers. This could well meet

a need in Africa and a key element is that all equipment is tested by a

qualified electrician. Homemakers latest innovation, which is going very

well, is to sell on the Internet through eBay.co.uk. This approach could be

tried in South Africa or other countries. They have already sold some items

to the US and can also deliver within Europe. 

New furniture should be an excellent line for building up exports from

Africa. A crucial element is to get certification that the wood comes from

“sustainably managed forests”. Many furniture companies refuse to sell

items without this guarantee. Far Eastern companies sell large quantities

of teak and other hardwood items and the increasingly popular

conservatories in Europe are usually furnished with items made from

bamboo, cane or rattan – all of which can be grown in Africa.

Charities that for years have concentrated on providing rations to people

affected by drought are gradually turning to the idea of helping African

communities to become more self-reliant. The usual Christmas appeals

included one for £55 to “set up a bicycle taxi business” in Rwanda. TFSR

has recently had a strong appeal for tailoring kits and sewing machines

from Singida in Tanzania. A small workshop is being set up in Crickhowell,

Wales, to check and repair hand operated sewing machines brought in by

supporters before shipping them to Africa. ●

IOM, Geneva. www.iom.int/jahia/jsp/index.jsp

TFSR Cymru, Crickhowell NP8 1BZ  www.tfsrcymru.org.uk

SIDO, PO Box 2476, Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania  www.sido.go.tz

THE YEAR 2005 saw an endless series of promises that the rich nations of

the world would soon take serious steps to help African nations in

promoting industries and exports. Although there were positive steps in

granting debt relief and some reduction in tariffs, progress to date has been

limited. To show an effect on incomes there has production not just of

exports but goods for local consumption. These include such things as

clothes, shoes, furniture and household equipment. The challenge is for

some of the existing initiatives to be expanded or copied.

Migration is seen as a negative thing in many African countries – but

there are positive aspects. Zimbabwe, according to official government

figures, has 3.4mn people living abroad, including 1.2m in South Africa. In

2002 I was shown a large housing estate on the edge of Bulawayo. My

guide said it was built with remittances of migrants. The International

Organization for Migration (IOM) actually helps people to take their skills

and their savings home to start small businesses.

Taking skills home

IOM is based, like the refugee organisation UNHCR, in Geneva,

Switzerland, but is not a UN organisation. It has been encouraging those

living in the UK who wish to return to their home countries to apply for

grants of up to £3,000 per family member. Recently a Ugandan carpenter

applied for assistance to set up a  furniture making business. He received

travel assistance and some funding for his workshop and equipment.

Grants from IOM are particularly suitable for failed asylum seekers who

would like to make a fresh start at home. The organisation has offices in

100 countries around the world.

In Tanzania the organisation Small Industries Development Organisation

(SIDO) is attempting to promote small and medium enterprises throughout

the country. In November 2005 it welcomed the prime minister,  Frederick

Sumaye to open its Africa Industrialisation Day event. The UNIDO Country

Representative used the event to encourage the private sector and other

Ronald Watts shows how small-scale
industry is helping to reduce waste, make
useful items and promote exports.

Small is

useful

GOING THE EXTRA mile - a guide to trading in Africa is a lively
book written very enthusiastically from a South African point of
view. With many other African countries now developing so fast  it
has been written as a guide to companies, SMMEs and
individuals who are new to the region outside the South and who
want to know what they are up against, along with the finer
details of how to export goods and services to what is usually
seen as a �difficult� (not popular with salesmen, that is) market.
The author has spent more than 20 years in marketing in Africa
and draws on experience gained in related fields like advertising,
distribution and product training.
His enthusiasm for regional low- and highlights, even local
airports, is infectious; he clearly loves travelling around and even
includes a photo of his favourite well-worn travel bag. He not very
modestly includes quotations from himself at the head of some of
the chapters  � a detail which shows the confidence of a
successful salesman. This is a practical hands-on guide which

most of all builds confidence, but also shows the reader how to
get the job done, including some real examples of surprising
successes that can be learned from by prospective
manufacturers, traders and agents. Much of the text covers basic
details about business practice and exporting, covering such
matters as securing orders and identifying where the competition
is coming from, but it is given a very African flavour by including
an account of the many economic communities like COMESA that
overlap all over the continent. The examples quoted are all local
ones, too. There is also a section on alternative business
channels in recognition of the unique and new ways in which
goods and services change hands, sometimes informally,
sometimes electronically, here. A good and amusing read.

Going the extra mile by Luyton Driman, Bradmanton Publishing,
2005, 156 pages with index, ISBN 0-620-33686-2. Supply
details by e-mail from luyton@telkomsa.net

A guide to trading in Africa
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